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This project was carried out for Accedo, and aimed at developing a plugin for TV apps
that enabled them to make use of social media with minimum effort required by the
app developer. A plugin was successfully created for the LG platform that enabled app
developers to use both Twitter and Facebook functionalities. Most specifically, the
Facebook module integrated a Video on Demand service with Facebook’s Open
Graph API and thereby allowed the users to see what video items their friends had
recently watched, and give recommendation based on this data. The most interesting
expansion of the project would be to translate it into a set of smartphone apps, to let
users enjoy social media integration in a quicker and more private manner.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
 
Syftet med detta projekt var att förenkla användandet av sociala medier från TV-apparater. En ny 

trend inom TV-världen är Smart TV (jfr. Smartphone) där användaren genom TV-apparaten har 

tillgång till internet, och kan köra appar. Examensarbetet utfördes på företaget Accedo, som är 

världsledande inom just TV-appar. Det huvudsakliga målet med arbetet var att göra det så enkelt 

som möjligt för framtida app-utvecklare på Accedo att använda sig av sociala medier i sina 

appar. Därför utvecklades en insticksmodul som agerade brygga mellan app och sociala medier, 

vilken sedan skulle kunna återanvändas i andra appar. Insticksmodulen som skapades kunde 

kommunicera med de två största sociala nätverken: Facebook och Twitter. En intressant 

vidareutveckling av insticksmodulen vore att skapa Smartphone-appar som bryggor mellan TV-

appar och sociala medier för att kunna sköta kommunikationen snabbare och mer privat. 
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1 Introduction 
This project tied together Smart TV with Social Media, simplifying the interaction with popular 

social networks from apps running on Smart TV devices. Before going further into what was 

actually done, it is crucial to put both Smart TV and Social Media into context. 

1.1 Smart TV 
1.1.1 An overview  
Smart TV is an emerging trend within television. Perhaps the easiest way to define Smart TV is 

to point at what Smart Phone is since it is a concept that soon everyone is aware of. 

Originally the phone was centered on setting up a linear data stream between person A and 

person B to allow communication. Today, with iPhones, Androids, Windows Phones and 

Blackberries flooding the phone market, this basic functionality has been expanded to an ever-

increasing set of available apps. With seamless wireless internet connectivity, the apps can 

instantly communicate with the web, thus making the device “smart”. 

Similarly, a Smart TV has an internet connection, and can have apps running on it that 

connect to the web. The concept of Smart TV has evolved slower than Smart Phones, but is now 

experiencing a quite rapid growth since it has found traction at consumer electronics retailers. 

There may be many reasons why TV has so far been lagging behind cell phones in “smartness”. 

Firstly, TVs have been available to consumers for more than half a century, imprinting the 

role of the TV to be a living room device picking up a linear broadcast. Cell phones, on the other 

hand, became standard in the late 1990s, and may be more open for new trends and techniques. 

Also, on a more commercial level, the broadcasting companies and content providers may not be 

very interested in changing an already profitable business model, and so TV technology growth 

may be somewhat delayed due to legal issues and existing agreements. 

Secondly, compared to a cell phone, a TV is very durable. A cell phone battery quite often 

loses its capacity after a couple of years and cell phones are also exposed to risks such as water 

damage, heavy falls, getting lost or getting stolen. TVs, on the other hand, will often reside 

safely in a living room for more than a decade. The process of pushing out the latest generation 

of technology to end users is therefore much slower in TV. 
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A third very important reason is the properties of the TV device as such. Typically, when 

we are at home, we connect to the world through our computers. They have the fastest CPUs, 

and the mouse and keyboard allow rapid user input. Smart phones have acted as a suitable 

complement to computers because, although they are running slower and user input is a bit more 

difficult, we can bring them with us all the time. The TV is an inferior device in all of these three 

respects: CPU, user input and mobility. Its major advantage is, and has always been, the big 

screen, allowing more people to watch it simultaneously. 

This last sentence underlines one of TV’s stronghold niches: it is still the preferred 

information medium for consuming information together with others. News may be read more 

selectively from the computer, weather is suitable for smart phones so that you get only the 

forecast for your geographical location. However, live events such as sporting events, vote-based 

talent shows, etc are still primarily watched through television since the cheering and discussion 

with others tend to add value to the event. Movies are also a suitable type of content for this 

more social watching, as more and more Video on Demand services emerge as alternatives to 

illegal file sharing. 

In addition to social watching, another stronghold for TV as a medium is the passive 

watching. Watching TV can never be as efficient in finding the right information as browsing the 

internet is. However, manually browsing for information is an active task. If the information is 

instead fed to you as video (backed with audio), you can perform other tasks simultaneously. 

Examples are watching TV while cooking, eating, exercising, knitting, or even while consuming 

other information on your computer or mobile device. 

Whether content is consumed passively or socially, a great opportunity that emerges from 

Smart TV is to guide the user to new, relevant and interesting content. This would have been 

impossible in old-fashioned linear TV, in which the user had to stick with each channel’s 

broadcasting schedule. It is likely that the best, most relevant, and most trusted recommendations 

come from the very people the user already knows, and so social media may be used to spread 

these recommendation more effectively than the spoken word. 

1.1.2 The technology 
The technology behind Smart TV may vary a lot between different setups and brands. The 

common factor is however the internet connectivity. Either the TV itself is connected to the 
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internet by a LAN cable or a wireless connection, or an intermediate device such as a set top box, 

a gaming console, or a Blu-ray player is connected to the internet and then pushes its video 

output forward to the actual TV. 

Some setups come with a web browser, and so the apps are essentially only URLs to web 

pages. Other setups will require a more thorough installation onto the device (TV or set top box).  

Today’s Smart TV market is very scattered and fragmented, with all brands providing both 

unique technical frameworks and unique visual guidelines. Most commonly, the apps can be 

made in HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), JavaScript and CSS (Cascading style sheets), 

just like a normal web page. Still, Smart TV app development is different from ordinary web 

design in a lot of ways. 

In general, Consumer Electronics manufacturers try to optimize their products for low price 

rather than high processing power, and so the devices that end users have in their living rooms 

are very lightweight when it comes to the specifications. For instance, heavy use of images, 

especially PNGs with semi-transparency, and other semi-transparent layering techniques such as 

CSS, may significantly reduce the rendering rate of the device, and will thereby make the 

application less responsive. In testing this issue, a top layer HTML element was placed on top of 

an app running on an LG device. Initially the element had a CSS Opacity of 0.97 making it 

almost completely opaque. After a noticeable performance drop, the Opacity attribute was 

removed, making the element completely opaque, and performance was back to normal. If this 

TV app was tested on for instance Google Chrome running on a decent PC, the developer would 

most likely not notice any performance drop at all. 

Secondly, navigation is naturally a big issue. Although LG provides a clickable mouse-

pointer remote for some of its setups, TV navigation in general is built up around the remote 

control’s OK button, Back button, four arrow buttons, and four color buttons. For devices 

working with JavaScript, pressing these buttons usually result in a JavaScript keyDown event 

being fired and a keyCode passed to the event in order for the developer to identify the pressed 

button. However, the keyCodes mapped to these buttons are by no means standardized 

throughout the TV industry.  

Apart from just mapping keyCodes for the ease of testing the application, the limitations of 

the remote control brings up far more important concerns for the developer. In the absence of a 

mouse pointer, the end user must always be made aware of where the current focus is, and how 
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to navigate within the application. Typically, following the user experience guidelines of most 

brands, the four color buttons have some static behavior acknowledged to the user by a footer 

stating each button’s function. Therefore, employing these inside the application with a 

completely different behavior than the user is familiar with may cause a lot of confusion. What 

this boils down to is that the preferred navigation is always built around the four arrow buttons. 

If an element inside the app should be focusable, it should be reachable from all other focusable 

elements through an intuitive chain of arrow button presses. The focused element should also be 

clearly distinguished from the unfocused elements. A focusable element will generally have an 

action bound to it, which should be triggered by the OK button. If the element has no direct 

action but is selectable, the selected state of the element should be clearly and independently 

distinguishable from focus. 

There is actually an established term for the common guidelines in developing TV apps: 

“10-foot UI” (UI stands for User Interface). Apart from stating that the app should support an 

ordinary TV remote control, the guidelines also state that any text should be clearly readable 

from a distance of at least 10 feet (roughly 3m). This obviously means that it is very bad practice 

to use small font sizes for textual content.  

To exemplify the lack of standardization among TV platforms, one can look at LG, 

Samsung and Panasonic. LG is using a Webkit-based proprietary browser. Webkit is a layout 

engine for web pages, and is also used by Apple’s Safari browser and Google’s Chrome browser. 

This allows developers who target LG to build standard web pages with HTML, JavaScript and 

CSS. Samsung is using a Gecko-based browser called Maple (Markup engine Platform for 

Embedded Systems). Gecko is an open-source counterpart to Webkit, and is most famously used 

by Mozilla’s Firefox browser. Although this is a fairly close match in compatibility, requiring 

few code changes, LG and Samsung have very different deployment structure. For LG devices, it 

is enough to provide a URL to wherever the app is hosted. Conversely, for Samsung devices, the 

app code and all its resource files must be put into an archive and installed onto the actual 

device. Panasonic, aside from LG and Samsung, does not use HTML at all, and therefore porting 

to the Panasonic platform would require a major rethink of the application’s layout. As a way of 

minimizing porting issues, app logic could be put server side, but that discussion will not be 

focused on in this project. 
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1.1.3 Accedo 
This project was carried out for Accedo, which is the world leader in enabling Smart TV 

applications. The company has its headquarter in Stockholm and has branch offices in Hong 

Kong, Sydney, Mountain View, London and Madrid. It was founded in 2004 by Michael Lantz 

and Fredrik Andersson, and now employs about 100 people. Accedo helps content providers, 

consumer electronics manufacturers and TV operators deliver the next generation of TV 

experience. 

1.2 Social Media 
Next to Smart TV, social media is the most important term to define. Andreas Kaplan and 

Michael Haenlein have defined the term social media as “a group of Internet-based applications 

that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the 

creation and exchange of user-generated content”. A keyword in this definition is user-generated 

content. It is this content that separates the social media from other forms of media, in which the 

users have a more passive role as they only ingest the information sent out by big content 

creators. By giving users the chance to create their own content, the users will ultimately create 

online identities that to some extent reflect their own personal identities. However, this definition 

is very wide, and so a plethora of social media services have emerged in the last decade. The 

most well-known and geographically widespread networks include Twitter, Facebook, Google+, 

Myspace and LinkedIn, and so these will be dealt with in more detail. 

1.2.1 Twitter 
Twitter is a microblogging website that was founded in 2006 by Jack Dorsey, and is now hosting 

more than 100 million users. Twitter enables you to follow, or be followed by, other Twitter 

users. As a follower, you will be notified when there is a new tweet post from any of the users 

you follow. As a whole, Twitter is in contrast to Facebook not a bank of your social connections, 

but rather a rapid, viral way of sharing news. The company’s slogan is suitably “What’s 

happening”. Twitter’s social approach of followers instead of both-way friend connections has 

turned the site into a massively used tool for companies, celebrities and other influential people 

to spread their message and start a dialog with their users. Twitter provides a fairly 

straightforward API in order for third-party developers to post messages on behalf of a user.  
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1.2.2 Facebook 
Facebook is undeniably the giant of Social Media. Founded in early 2004 by Harvard student 

Mark Zuckerberg, the site now serves almost a billion people with friends connections, photo 

sharing, chatting, events and much more. In a TV context, Facebook has mainly been limited to 

standalone applications, displaying the user’s wall with ability to post taglines, and like or 

comment on items on the wall. However, during 2011’s F8 event, Facebook announced their 

new Open Graph API. This will allow third-party Facebook apps to do a lot more than just 

mirror the content of a user’s Facebook wall. The Open Graph API, and its associated “Facebook 

timeline”, came to be central aspects of this thesis, despite the fact that they did not event exist at 

the very beginning of it. 

1.2.3 Google+ 
Google+ is Google’s new (started in June 2011) social network. While often regarded as a 

Facebook copy, Google+ officially aims to tie all of its existing services together and make them 

more social. A very clear example of this is their +1-button, which nowadays appears next to any 

result in Google Search. If logged into Google at the time of the search, the user will be able to 

+1 any of the results, and, more importantly, see what his or her friends have +1’d. Naturally, 

many people argue that this is nothing but a copy of Facebook’s widespread Like button. 

However, when tied to the search context, the +1 system undeniably will create a more clear 

social context of the entire web. Google’s view of its own social network, and the reasons why it 

should not be seen as merely a Facebook competitor, is outlined by Google’s VP of products 

Bradley Horowitz in this Bloomberg interview: http://www.bloomberg.com/video/79680716/ 

(2011-11-07). 

1.2.4 Myspace 
Myspace was founded in August 2003 by Tom Andersson and Chris DeWolfe. In 2006, the 

network had 100 million users worldwide. Whereas it is quite hard to couple Twitter, Facebook 

or Google+ with any particular type of user-generated content, Myspace has come to serve 

mainly as a portal for entertainment and music. Today the site is co-owned by pop star Justin 

Timberlake. Since it was overtaken by Facebook in 2008, Myspace has shown a steady decrease 

in usage. 
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1.2.5 LinkedIn 
LinkedIn was founded by Reid Hoffman in 2003. Unlike the social networks above, LinkedIn 

has a strong niche towards professional and work-related use. It provides plenty of features 

related to recruitment and job searching, and many regard the LinkedIn profile page as an online 

resume. Also, LinkedIn is centered on professional networking and connecting with people, 

differentiating your direct connections from 2nd degree connections (friends of friends) and 3rd 

degree connections. Depending on the degree, different levels of information are visible to others 

about a certain user. As of November 2011, LinkedIn had 135 million members worldwide. 

1.3 Project definition 
The key idea of this project is to develop a plugin that provides future application developers at 

Accedo with an easy-to-use tool for intergrating social media components into their applications, 

and in doing so makes the apps more appealing both to product owners and end users. Given 

this, the plugin can naturally be developed in various different ways, but the following goals are 

constantly kept in mind throughout the creation process: 

● The plugin should be easy to use, and to reach, for end users 

● The plugin should be easy to integrate for app developers, minimizing the code required 

to include and communicate with the plugin. 

● The plugin should be usable from all types of apps (Accedo’s portfolio contains games, 

Video-on-Demand services, news apps, and more) 

● The plugin should be flexible in terms of adding or removing social media components 

(Twitter, Facebook, etc) 
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This project 
Interface between 
Accedo’s apps and 
social networks

Accedo’s apps current 
and future apps 

Current and future 
social networks 

Accedo app A 

 

 

 

Looking at Figure 1, it is crucial that the plugin is made in a very flexible fashion, since it should 

be able to expand both in terms of applications using it, and in terms of its social media 

components. To fulfill these objectives and to also prove that the concept actually works, the 

following tasks were carried out: 

 

1. Select and set up a suitable developing environment. 

2. Compare plugin modularity techniques, identify a sustainable solution, and build it. 

3. Select a reference app, and develop at least two social network modules 

Accedo app B 

… … 

Figure 1: Flowchart of the purpose of this project. As indicated in the mid-section, the goal is 
basically to provide an interface for ANY Accedo app to easily communicate with ANY social network. 
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2 Developing environment 
Working with TV apps inevitably takes some time to get used to. Three major hurdles to get past 

are, as mentioned previously, the fact that TV devices are very lightweight, the requirements of 

10-foot UI, and the undeniable fragmentation between the platforms. In an attempt to choose a 

developing environment as lean and easy to get started with as possible, the LG platform was 

selected the primary test target for this project. This allows developing in Google Chrome and 

using the Webkit inspector and console for debugging the app from the desktop computer. 

Although testing apps from a web browser in a desktop environment is really beneficial 

from a debugging point of view, it brings up some problems. First, user input is not completely 

realistic because the keyboard does not mirror the remote control. A general solution to that 

problem is to assign some keyboard buttons to the corresponding remote control buttons, for 

instance like this: 

• Q for back 

• Arrow keys same as remote control 

• R, G, Y, B for red, green, yellow, blue 

• Enter for OK 

These are the buttons that are needed for almost all TV apps. If applicable, keyboard 

correspondence could of course also be defined for buttons like Play, Stop, Rewind, etc. Another 

issue that is spawned from desktop testing is the risk of getting used to, and eventually dependent 

on, a massively stronger CPU than what the end user will have. This has to be kept in mind 

throughout the development process, and regular test must be made on actual devices. 
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Google Chrome TV Screens 

Commercial LG 
Bluray player 

Webkit 
debugging tools 

LG BlueBerry 
developer box 

Windows XP 
machine running 
XAMPP web server

 
Figure 2: The developing environment, optimized for quick and robust real-life testing and at the same 
time easy code debuggning. Both of the LG devices and the Windows computer were constantly 
connected to Accedo’s private network. 

 

To seamlessly work with the internet when developing, a XAMPP (acronym for Cross-

platform Apache HTTP Server with MySQL, PHP and Perl) web server was installed and run on 

the local Windows XP machine. All code was put inside the server directory and could thus be 

reached from its private IP number. This means that any connected device inside Accedo’s 

private network could test the app by typing http://192.168.???.???/ (where ??? is a number 

uniquely identifying each connected device) in their web browser. This made it very easy and 

quick to test any code changes from the actual LG device since it was also connected to 

Accedo’s private network, see Figure 2. LG provided an interface for adding test URLs to the 

device, and so the URL with the IP address above was included. However, in order to 

communicate fully with other online services such as Facebook, this solution is not enough. It is 

common that these services require all traffic between them and your service to go via one 

constant domain. This domain has to be Accedo’s public IP address since all outgoing traffic is 

routed through it. This means that incoming traffic to my service must also go through the public 

IP address. The question that arises is: How will the external service (Twitter, Facebook, 

Google+, etc.) be able to reach my local web server? This was solved by making a PAT (Port 
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Address Translation) so that any incoming traffic on one specific (and until then unused) port 

number was redirected to my local IP address and translated to port 80, so as to mimic an 

ordinary HTTP request. 
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3 Module structure 
As stated in the project definition, the Social TV plugin should be possible to use from any 

application. At the same time, developers should be allowed to expand the plugin’s functionality 

by adding new features without impacting apps already using the plugin. In order to fulfill these 

two criteria, the code of the plugin must be organized in a modularized way. 

Since the testing box has a webkit-based browser, HTML, CSS and JavaScript are the 

central building blocks. Considering that the plugin should work on apps developed by other 

people than the plugin author, it is very important that the plugin has a life of its own and hence 

does not risk overwriting elements of the app. 

One solution to this would be to use iFrames. In that way, the plugin would reside in its 

very own HTML document, and would therefore not be able to affect any tags in the app’s 

HTML document. Unfortunately, although it quarantines the scope of the plugin very well, this 

method has a couple of side effects. Firstly, iFrames are not necessarily supported on all TV-

platforms, causing great problems when porting the plugin to other platforms than LG. Secondly, 

and perhaps more interestingly, another problem with iFrames emerges already on the iFrame 

compliant LG platform, and that is the control of the browser’s focus. The focus is a general 

issue in the TV app world since there is no mouse pointer in the general case, as opposed to 

navigating a website on a PC where the focus is where the user last clicked. So instead of relying 

on click events, it must be anticipated that the user has an ordinary remote, and as defined by 

LG’s specification, all we get are keyEvents. As a developer, you have to register an 

onKeyDown event listener in your JavaScript, and a button press on the remote will then trigger 

this event and pass a keyCode to it. Every keyCode is uniquely mapped to a certain button 

according to LG’s specification. So in LG’s environment, and it goes for most brands, the calls 

to the onKeyDown event listener are the only user input. Therefore it is crucial for the app 

developer to have full control over these calls throughout the app’s lifecycle. If the Social TV 

plugin would run in an iFrame, the iFrame HTML document would consume the user’s input 

signals, causing the developer of the main app to lose control of these events. A workaround 

would be that the iFrame sends all its events up to the app before handling them, but this would 
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give the plugin a less clear structure and would also demand some knowledge about the 

functions in the app, which conflicts with the main goals of the plugin. 

Another solution, which would avoid the problems mentioned, is to let the plugin exist 

within the actual app, and inject itself onto the apps DOM tree structure. One risk in doing so is 

to overwrite HTML elements of the app, and so ID attributes should be avoided whenever 

possible. Instead, a neater solution than tag IDs for the HTML elements is to insert the HTML 

elements dynamically with object references rather than using global ID attributes. 

 

HTML document 
abc.html 

HTML document 
abc.html 

App code iFrame HTML document App code MySocialTV 
(Javascript) xyz.html (Javascript) (Javascript) 

MySocialTV 
(Javascript) 

 
Figure 3: The left diagram shows the iFrame model, where My Social TV resides completely isolated 
inside the page xyz.html. There are no risks of overwriting, but since both abc.html and xyz.html can have 
the current focus, communication will have to travel upwards in the tree structure. To the right is the 
injection model where My Social TV becomes part of the app page abc.html and is therefore capable of 
overwriting elements if ID attributes are used. The developer must also be very strict when it comes to 
CSS layout so that the plugin’s elements do not affect elements inside the app. Still, we can be certain 
that abc.html receives all user inputs, and we can therefore clearly pass them downwards in the tree 
structure. 

 

The risk of overwriting is very hard to eliminate completely, since JavaScript variables are 

all in the global scope. A way that should be quite safe though, is to define a namespace for the 

plugin which the app developer must never use for his or her own variables. A suitable 

namespace for the Social TV plugin would be accedo.MySocialTV, and then all building blocks 

of the plugin are attached to that object. Then all variables, although reachable throughout the 

app, are at least not easily confusable with the app’s variables. 
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For the app developer, the first step in using the plugin is to include all related JavaScript 

files into the main app. The HTML code for that looks as in Code Extract 1. 

 
Code Extract 1: The javascript files that must be included by the main app. This code is put inside the 
head section of the HTML document. 

 

<script type="text/javascript" src="./keyhandler_LG.js"></script> 

<script type="text/javascript" src="./keyboard.js"></script> 

<script type="text/javascript" src="./mySocialTV.js"></script> 

<script type="text/javascript" src="./ajax.js"></script> 

<script type="text/javascript" src="./facebookmodule.js"></script> 

<script type="text/javascript" src="./twittermodule.js"></script> 

 

The files included in Code Segment 1 are run immediately and they define object literals within 

the plugin namespace, which are then ready to be used by the plugin. As an example of the 

modularized nature of the plugin, facebookmodule.js could have been removed from this list, and 

the plugin would still have worked exactly the same except of course that Facebook would not be 

visible in the list of social media components. On the other hand, instead of removing 

facebookmodule.js, the file googleplus.js could have been added to the list, and that would not 

have had any effect whatsoever on the already included components. Within its JavaScript file, a 

module (in this case Facebook) is defined as in Code Segment 2 below. 

 
Code Extract 2: A small sample from the facebook module. All common module features are listed in 
Appendix Tables 1 and 2. 

 

accedo.MySocialTV.module.facebook={ 

  name: "Facebook", 

  imgUrl: "./facebookicon.png", 

  init: function(){ 

    ... 

} 

  ... 

} 
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As can be seen from Code Extract 2, the module is attached to the accedo.MySocialTV.module 

object. All the different modules have a number of mandatory functionalities, and the base plugin 

will assume that every plugin added will have an implementation of these fields and functions 

(see Appendix Table 1 and Table 2 for all required fields and functions). After having 

implemented all of these properly, it is completely up to the module developer to extend the 

module, both in terms of logic and graphics, since the base plugin will not care about features 

beyond what is mandatory. 

When all modules are defined, their respective DOM elements should be added to the app’s 

DOM tree. This is done by running the code segment below from the body’s onload event. 

 
Code Extract 3: The code segment that is run when the main app has finished loading. It attaches the 
plugin to the main app. 

 

accedo.MySocialTV.container=document.getElementById("parentdiv"); 

accedo.MySocialTV.fromRight="10px"; 

accedo.MySocialTV.fromTop="10px"; 

accedo.MySocialTV.render(); 

 

 

In this short code segment (Code Extract 3), the app developer tells the plugin where he or she 

prefers to place it, by providing the plugin with a div element to live inside of. Also, the 

fromRight and fromTop fields are set to adjust the CSS layout margins of the plugin. When these 

are all set, the render( ) function is called, and this function will inject the entire plugin inside the 

parenting div. Naturally, it would be possible to offer a lot more layout options than right and top 

margins. 

Unlike the iFrame method where the web browser’s focus can move between the app and 

the plugin, the app and plugin will now only consist of non-focusable elements, i.e. no frames 

och forms. This means that all inputs from the user will be sent to the app’s onKeyDown event 

listener in the body tag. Hence, the app developer will have total control of what the user’s input 

is. So, instead of directly receiving inputs itself, the plugin defines an interface towards the app 

that clearly states when the plugin expects apps to pass the input to it. Ultimately, the 

onKeyDown event should be handled this way inside the app: 
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Code Extract 4: The keyEvent handling code that must be inserted into the main app to pass on events 
to the plugin. 

 

function keyEventFunction(e){   

 if(accedo.MySocialTV.activated){ 

   accedo.MySocialTV.keyEventFunction(e); 

   return false; 

 } 

 else if(e==accedo.MySocialTV.launchButton){ 

   accedo.MySocialTV.activate(); 

   return false; 

 } 

...  (app‐specific keyEvent handling) 

} 

 

The code in Code Extract 4 is only the top lines of the keyEventFunction, but still defines 

how input events are passed from the app to the plugin. The first if-statement checks whether the 

plugin is already active, and if so it passes the event to the plugin. Otherwise it will test whether 

the button pressed by the user was equal to the launch button of the plugin (e.g. Blue button on 

remote). If it was, the plugin is activated. If none of these if-statements are true, the app handles 

the input as ordinary input, as if the plugin did not exist. This might be anything from navigating 

between two movies in a film renting app, or turning the snake in a snake game. 

As seen inside the first if-statement, the plugin has also defined a keyEventFunction. That 

function resides inside the plugin, and resembles the function above to a high extent. It will also 

begin with checking if any of its modules (Facebook, Twitter, ...) are active. If so it will pass the 

event down active module, which will also have its very own version of keyEventFunction. 

Further down, the specific module will most likely have multiple views, and may then pass the 

event down in the same way. So, in general, the input given by the user is passed down a tree 

structure depending on what is currently active. This gives a very controlled flow of inputs, 

where the developer has the power of overriding any button, for example if the manufacturer 

would demand that all apps should immediately exit on pressing the Rewind button. In that 

example case, the app developer would simply add an if-statement at the top of the apps 

keyEventFunction before checking if other components are activated.  
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Main app 

MySocialTV 

Current Module 
(e.g. Facebook) 

Current View 
(e.g. Login View) 

Consumed by main app 
(e.g. navigation inside main app) 

MySocialTV’s virtual keyboard 

Outer navigation, selecting module 

1. if MySocialTV is active 

2. Otherwise 

3. if a module is active 

2. if in navigation state 

1. if virtual keyboard is active 

This stage is completely up to the individual module developer 

Figure 4: A flowchart of how keyEvents are passed forward. The number in front of each condition 
indicates which check is performed first. As part of a sustainable architecture, events are never sent 
upwards in this structure. 
 

 

However, even if the structure outlined by Figure 4 constitutes a clear solution of the focus 

issue for the developer, how is it made understandable and logical to the end user? When 

navigating websites on a PC, focus is not a very important subject since the user will always 

have a mouse pointer. The only case where focus is actually relevant on ordinary web pages is 

when there are forms on the page, and in those cases the browser makes its own specific 

highlighting of the fields and buttons. The user can generally travel between them using the Tab 

key. This works well for PCs, but in the TV world, app makers will avoid focusable elements in 

order to stay fully in charge and not leave room for the browser’s own interpretations. The fastest 

and most uncomplicated way to achieve this is to strictly avoid focusable states altogether and 

only make use of quick access buttons for user inputs, e.g. numeric buttons, or color buttons. 

This is, however, not a sustainable method since there is a limited number of color buttons, and 

furthermore there are some remotes on the market that only have the four arrow buttons and an 

OK button. All apps on the TV should support these remotes, i.e. they must not require color 

buttons to access certain functionality. The result is that as a TV app developer, you must 
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develop your own custom navigation structure, both logically and graphically, in order to let the 

end user move between the different elements on the screen. The following questions must be 

sorted out for all focusable elements: 

 

● How does the element look in an unfocused state? 

● How does the element look in a focused state? 

● What other elements does focus shift to when pressing up, down, left and right? 

● What should happen when the user presses OK when the element is focused? 

 

Answers to these questions are exemplified by the three screenshots in Figure 5 below. 

 
Figure 5: Login procedure for the Facebook module. 
   

The screenshots in Figure 5 show how a login procedure can work based on the given bullet list. 

In the leftmost picture, focus is currently on the username field. The developer has defined that 

pressing OK on this field activates the virtual keyboard (middle image). In the keyboard, the 

focused character is appended to the active input field on OK presses, and the keyboard is 

deactivated on pressing OK on the on screen OK button. When finished entering his or her 

credentials, the user moves down the focus to the log in element. The log in element will have a 

more complex action bound to the OK press, starting a sequence of Facebook communication as 

covered in the chapter 4.2. 
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4 Implemented modules 
Before developing any modules, the ViaPlay app for LG Bluray was seletced as the reference 

app. It was considered a suitable choice because running a webkit-based browser, LG requires 

virtually no modification whatsoever when moving from the desktop environment (Google 

Chrome) to the actual TV. The reason for choosing ViaPlay (a Video on Demand app) was that 

watching movies as such could be considered a more social event than for example playing a 

chess game. Also, Video on Demand services (VoD) constitute a significant proportion of all TV 

apps, making it economically very interesting to focus on the use cases surrounding this type of 

service. Twitter and Facebook, being today’s most widespread social networks, quite naturally 

became the two emphasized modules. Before going into the specific modules, it is suitable to 

define a starting point for the discussion. 

 
Figure 6: A screenshot from the ViaPlay TV app for LG. 
 

Figure 6 shows screenshot from inside the ViaPlay VoD TV app. The user has browsed through 

some video items and then selected the movie Scott Pilgrim. Throughout the app experienced 

(except when actually watching the full screen movie), the SocialTV box will be in the upper 

right corner as a top layer. Due to lack of constantly free real estate on the app, the plugin was 

put on top of whatever element is currently in that corner. Also, being created without the notion 

of a future Social TV plugin, the app does not really provide a suitable way to reach the plugin. 

Arrow key navigation, which would be the most proper way of navigating to the plugin, was 

ruled out because each view in the app has its own navigation structure. It would take quite some 
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time to first get into the mind of the original app developer, and then insert the plugin into the 

navigation chain in a consistent and user-friendly manner. Also, that is actually slightly out of 

the scope for this whole project, since the app developer rather than the plugin developer is 

responsible for finding a suitable way to access the plugin. As a result, the blue button was 

simply used as a constant quick access button for the plugin. As one can see from the Figure 6 

screenshot, the blue button was already used as a quick access button for Packages. However, 

considering that this plugin as such and especially this ViaPlay integration is for demo purposes, 

overriding Packages was deemed a reasonable sacrifice. So, when heading into the discussion of 

the Twitter and Facebook plugins, the starting point is that the ViaPlay user has selected a movie 

and is now pressing the blue button to activate the plugin. 

4.1 Twitter 
The Twitter module was the first module to be created. It serves well as a prototype for the 

general chain of events in the plugin and is a very clear example of how uncomplicated the 

communication between app and plugin may be. 

In order to create a third-party Twitter application, one must first register a Twitter account, 

and then create an application with that account. Each app gets an app ID and an app token. To 

use the application on behalf of a Twitter user (e.g. post a tweet on his or her feed), the user must 

grant the app permission to do so. When done, the app is given a token that uniquely identifies 

the app and the user together, and it is that token that must be passed along with any requests 

trying to act on behalf of the user. 

In order not to reinvent the wheel from an Accedo point of view, emphasis was deliberately 

not put on authorization for the modules, and so the Twitter credentials for a test user were 

extracted beforehand, and then put into a MySQL database table mapped to a short username and 

PIN code. This allowed for a very straighforward login page in the Twitter module of the plugin, 

as seen in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Login page for the Twitter module 
 

The username ANDERS and the password 1234 is an entry in the MySQL database, mapped to a 

specific Twitter user. When pressing OK on the login element, the plugin checks against the 

local database and then requests Twitter if there was a match. If successfully providing username 

and password, the user will end up at the screen in Figure 8 below. 

 

 
Figure 8: The view shown to a successfully logged in Twitter user 
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It is undeniable that this Twitter plugin provides very limited functionality considering the 

great possibilities of Twitter. However, from an overall SocialTV plugin perspective, the Twitter 

plugin can be seen as an example module stripped down to its bare minimum, simply to show 

that the plugin can be completely independent from its hosting app. So, when logged in to the 

Twitter module, the user has three basic options. Either tweet message A, tweet message B, or 

log out of the module. The key thing here is that the app sets the messages A and B. Upon 

entering the Scott Pilgrim view (i.e. before even activating the plugin view), the ViaPlay app 

called the two functions shown in Code Extract 5.  

 
Code Extract 5: Code run from ViaPlay app to change the two tweet messages depending on the 
currently browsed movie. 

 

accedo.MySocialTV.module.twitter.setMessageA(“Just about to watch ” + 

the_movie_title); 

accedo.MySocialTV.module.twitter.setMessageB(“Should I watch ” + 

the_movie_title + “? Anyone seen it? Good?”); 

 

 

From this, it is clear to see that the Twitter module could just as well have been used by a game, 

with the game calling the two functions as in Code Extract 6 below. 

 
Code Extract 6: An alternative implementation that could be run immediately after game over in a game 
app to set suitable tweet messages. 

 

accedo.MySocialTV.module.twitter.setMessageA(“I just scored ” + the_score + 

“ on “ + the_game_title + “!!! Try to beat it!”); 

accedo.MySocialTV.module.twitter.setMessageB(“Has anyone else played ” + 

the_game_title + “? It’s really fun to play, my highscore is “ + 

alltime_highscore); 

 

Moreover, in a weather service, the messages may be a sentence made up of the selected location 

and the temperature, or whether or not it is raining. The point is that practically any genre of apps 

could make use of the Twitter module with very few lines of code required from the app 

developer. 
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Let us return to the ViaPlay version of the module. If the user now pressed OK on the 

second message the Figure 9 screen will be shown. The plugin then sends the message to 

Twitter, passing the authentication token along with the request.  

 
Figure 9: The tweet animation shown while the plugin sends the selected message Twitter.  

 

The message that was sent will then pop up on the Twitter feed of the user as seen in Figure 

10 below. 

 

 
Figure 10: A screenshot of twitter.com for the user who posted the message from the plugin. 
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So, although actually being really simple, the Twitter module of the plugin has now 

provided extra functionality to the ViaPlay app, and hopefully added some value to it for the 

most Twitter intense group of its user base. 

4.2 Facebook 
With its massive user base, Facebook was already from the very beginning of the plugin project 

seen as the most important module. The first feature to be implemented in the Facebook module 

was actually a direct copy of the Twitter module, with one-way communication to put a message 

on the user’s Facebook wall. However, in the currently prevailing era of social media, things can 

change rapidly since all parties constantly add new features to beat their competition. On 6th of 

October 2011, in the midst of the thesis work, Facebook announced their new Open Graph API. 

In its essence, Open Graph is a timeline of entries following the syntax X Y’d Z, where X is any 

Facebook user, Y is any action, and Z is any object. An example of an Open Graph entry would 

be Thomas played Rockswap Adventures. Here, Thomas is the Facebook user, played is the 

action he performed, and Rockswap Adventures (a TV application developed by Accedo) is the 

object on which he performed the action. Such an entry can then be viewed by everyone who has 

access to it, typically Thomas’ friends. From this sprung the idea of a social watch timeline, in 

which user A watches movie X, and A’s friends B, C & D can instantly see that A is watching X 

and choose to also watch it. The result, when more and more people use this system, is a social 

recommendation engine for Video-on-Demand services. 

 The timeline idea incorporated the following general goals: 

 

● Reliable data storage 

● Good performance 

● Easy to reach from main app 

● Visually presented timeline of watch actions 

● Scalable timeline interval 

● Listing of most watched items in the chosen time interval 

● Shortcuts from most watched items back into the main app to reach specific item 
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4.2.1 Data storage 
When storing the data for a system like this, there are essentially two ways to go. Either Open 

Graph is used, or it is not used. The only data that is actually needed from Facebook and 

Facebook only is the list of a user’s friends, which is dynamic and must be requested from 

Facebook continuously. The storage of who has watched what movie could be stored in a local 

backend. However, if the system would grow to become a widely used recommendation engine, 

this would cause a high frequency of heavy queries to the local backend, and would possibly 

cause some headache about the scalability of the database design. Considering Facebook’s 

gigantic backend resources, it would presumably be just a drop in the ocean for them, and 

therefore scale very well. Also, by using Facebooks Open Graph to store the actions, the data 

could be made visible on the users’ Facebook profile and thus add value for the customer (Viasat 

in this case) in terms of brand visibility and further discussion. As a result Facebook’s Open 

Graph was chosen as the single data source for the system. 

4.2.2 Performance 
Will the decision of storing everything on Facebook’s servers impact the performance of the 

system? To test this we must consider what data we need and the chain of requests that must be 

made to fetch that data. 

The data we need is simply all watch actions of the user himself/herself and all watch 

actions of all the user’s friends who are members of our system. The first thing that must happen 

is a request to get this data is to verify that the actual user is a member of our system. Hence we 

check a username and PIN code against our own local member table, and get back Facebook ID 

and access token if successful. Using these we request Facebook to get all the friends’ IDs. Then 

we check all these IDs against our member database to find who are actually members, and at the 

same time get the access tokens of those members. Then we request Facebook for the user’s 

timeline actions, and at last we do the same request for each of the friends who were members of 

our system. This can be done quite straightforwardly using Facebook’s PHP SDK. Since the PHP 

SDK is used, the communication with Facebook is done through a local PHP script that uses 

cURL to request another URL from within the script. Therefore, from the Facebook module’s 

perspective, there is only one AJAX-request towards a local PHP that is needed. Figure 11 shows 

the request chain towards Facebook in this approach. 
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Facebook 
Module 

Local PHP script 

1. Get friends IDs 

2. My watches 

3. Friends’ watches 
… 
… 
… 
… 

AJAX request to 
get watch data 

Data returned 
to module 

cURL requests 
with Facebook’s 
PHP SDK 

Figure 11: Sequential requests towards Facebook to fetch the wanted data.The more friends using the 
system, the more cURL requests required towards Facebook to get all data. 
 

Figure 12 shows the execution time of process sketched above. 
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Figure 12: Execution time of synchronous chain 1-8: 

Step 1: Validate username and PIN against local database 
Step 2: Initialization of PHP SDK 
Step 3: Fetched all friends’ IDs from Facebook 
Step 4: Filtrered friends through local member table 
Step 5: Fetched user’s watches from Facebook 
Step 6: Fetched first friend’s watches from Facebook 
Steg 7: Fetched second friend’s watches from Facebook 
Steg 8: Fetched third friend’s watches from Facebook 
Average total time: 8.28 seconds 
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e of the approach in Figure 11, when there are seven Figure 13 below shows the execution tim

friends instead of three. 
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Figure 13: Execution time of synchronous chain 1-12, where four more friends have been added.

is that step 1, 2 and 4 can be ignored in this 

may instead be run in parallel. PHP does not ha

 

Average total time: 14.55 seconds 
 

One conclusion that can be drawn from these graphs 

context since the communication with Facebook is the evident bottleneck. From the graphs it is 

clear that a request to Facebook takes about 1.5 seconds, and that the total execution time 

increases linearly with the number of friends to lookup. Thus, this method is simply not good 

enough, since no company will be willing to pay for a service that begins with half a minute of 

loading animations, let alone will any end users be willing to try it. 

However, the order in which we fetch all the watch actions is irrelevant, and so the requests 

ve any official support for multithreading, but we 

could use AJAX to request the data asynchronously. The flow of that method is visualized in 

Figure 14. 
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Figure 14: AJAX method of retrieving the data. Several requests are made asynchronously to the script 
giving one person’s watches 
 

Here we will get separate threads because we call different instances of the local PHP script, 

through AJAX. The idea is to send all requests to Facebook at the same time, and then wait for 

the responses asynchronously. As somewhat hinted by the flow chart in Figure 14, there is no 

guarantee that the responses will come back in the order they were sent to Facebook. Figure 15 

below is a graph of the time needed to acquire the data using this AJAX strategy.  
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Figure 15: Execution time when steps 5-8 are run in parallel using AJAX. Average total time: 8.55 
seconds 
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Figure 16: Execution time when steps 5-12 are run in parallel using AJAX. Average total time: 14.87 
seconds 
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Unfortunately these experiments show that we do not improve the performance by making the 

calls to Facebook parallel. In order to rule out that the requests were actually sequenced by our 

own server, the Facebook requests were replaced by requests to a dummy PHP script that simply 

slept for a five seconds. No matter how many calls were made, the total time always stayed at 

just above five seconds. Therefore, it is likely that Facebook has some kind of mechanism for 

queuing requests that come from the same app ID, so that they chain of requests will remain 

synchronous either way. This is however not acceptable by applications that require a lot of calls 

to Facebook, and therefore the Facebook API provides a method for batching requests. 

Essentially, when making a batch request, you just pass an array of sub-requests. The needed 

chain of requests using the batch functionality is very simple, as given below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 17: Flow chart using the batch method. In the request to Facebook, we list all the user’s from 
whom we want the watch actions, and we get everything back ine one combined response 
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Figure 18: Execution time when steps 5-8 are put together to one Facebook request using batch. 
Average total time: 3.55 seconds 

 

Figure 18 above clearly shows that a lot of time is saved using batch.  
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Figure 19: Execution time when steps 5-12 are put together to one Facebook request using batch. 
Average total time: 3.82 seconds. 

 

The obvious conclusion from these graphs is that using batch will dramatically improve the 

performance. The entire process of fetching the data then takes less than four seconds, which 

from a TV app perspective must be seen as acceptable. However, the fact that the AJAX 

threaded solution did not speed up the communication hints that Facebook will still be a 

bottleneck if there are many simultaneous users of the app. It might be that Facebook allows 

more traffic if the app has more registered users. It might also be lowered in priority because it 

only deals with Facebook test accounts. This issue must be further investigated before publishing 

a live version of this module.  
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4.2.3 Presentation of timeline 
When logged in to the Facebook module, the user is presented with the full screen view shown in 

Figure 20 below. 

 
Figure 20: The screen shown to a logged in Facebook user 
 

In this view, the logged in user will see the watch actions performed by both the user and his or 

her friends, during the specified period of time. The time interval can be changed from the panel 

to the left. Based on the watch action in the interval, the three most watched movies, and the 

three most watched TV programs/series, are displayed as recommendations. The 

recommendations naturally exclude the video items that the user has already watched, and so the 

“most watched” counter is based on friends only. 

 In order to contribute to the timeline, the user can press the yellow button (Add to 

watchlist). After doing so, the view will look Figure 21. 
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Figure 21: The screen after the yellow button was pressed. Notice the new entry that has appeared in the 
top right corner. 
 

Now Scott Pilgrim was added to the list, and will then both be instantly visible on Facebook and 

will be added to the timeline of the friends who also use this plugin. 

 Not only can the user navigate and select the different time intervals to filter with, but 

also move the focus down to the recommendations and select them. In Figure 22, the user has 

navigated down to the movie Tenure. 
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Figure 22: The user has moved focus down to the movie Tenure which is among the most watched 
movies in the selected 14 day interval. 
 

If the user presses OK in the state given in Figure 13, the entire plugin will deactivate, and the 

user will bounce back to the app. However, the app will have opened up the video item Tenure, 

instead of Scott Pilgrim which was opened when activating the plugin. Figure 23 shows the 

resulting screen after the OK press. 
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Figure 23: After having both contributed to, and made use of, the Facebook-driven recommendation 
engine, the user is back inside the app prompted with the movie he or she found inside the Facebook 
module. 
 

Hence, the Facebook module not only has a both-ways communication with Facebook but 

evidently also has a both-ways communication with the ViaPlay app. 

4.2.4 App – plugin communication 
How does the communication exemplified in the previous section work then? Actually, it is does 

not differ very much from the Twitter module’s setMessageA and setMessageB functions. When 

entering a video item inside the ViaPlay app, the app calls the function in Code Extract 7 below. 

 
Code Extract 7: The call from the main app to set the current watch item 

 
accedo.MySocialTV.module.facebook.setWatchItem({…}); 

 

An object literal {…} is passed containing the data that is needed for the Facebook module to 

render the video item as seen next to the yellow quick access button. Also, each video item has a 

unique ID (as is defined by Viasat’s backend) which the plugin will put store in a MySQL 

database upon adding the item to the timeline. The reason is that Facebook’s Open Graph API 

requires each object to be defined at a specific accessible URL. So, as far as Facebook is 
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concerned, the actual video items on our timeline are actually nothing more than unique URLs. 

We may define a PHP script at www.ourbackend.com/video-item.php?id=1234567. This URL 

must output some meta tags according to the definition of a Facebook Movie item, the looks of it 

can be viewed here: http://developers.facebook.com/docs/opengraph/. 

What we want to accomplish regarding the module-to-ViaPlay communication, is 

immediately prompt the user with the movie he or she selected from the recommendations. 

Unfortunately, Viasat’s backend does not expose any easy way to get a certain video item from 

an ID. If that would have been the case, the communication back to the ViaPlay app would only 

have been the selected video item ID. The way around that was to force the ViaPlay app to send 

in a serialized version of the entire video item to the module. Unluckily, that includes a lot of 

data that is not needed outside the ViaPlay app, such as URLs to several cover images, long 

descriptions of the movie plot, and much more. This very long serialized string had to be put 

next to the ID in our MySQL database. When returning back to the ViaPlay app after selecting a 

movie, this data is read from the MySQL database and sent back to the ViaPlay, allowing the 

ViaPlay app to correctly and fully display the movie. Of course, this means that what is shown to 

the user is actually just a copy of the movie item as it looked the first time someone added it to 

the Facebook module, leaving no room for Viasat to edit it afterwards. In a more polished 

version of this project, a suitable way would be to have Viasat implement a way for Accedo to 

make a simple AJAX request for a certain ID and get all meta data back. 

In order not to force the plugin to be aware of the namespaces, or functions, in the hosting 

app, we let the hosting define the function in Code Extract 8. 

 
Code Extract 8: The function that must be defined by the main app to handle the callback from the 
plugin. 

 

accedo.MySocialTV.module.facebook.onGoTo = function(callback_data){ 

  (code to open the movie defined by callback_data) 

... 

} 

 

When the user presses OK on a recommended movie from the Facebook module, the Facebook 

module will run the function in Code Extract 8 and pass the serialized video item replica along 

with it. Another solution would be to only send the ID back, and have the ViaPlay app perform a 
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request to our MySQL database and fetch serialized data. The former approach was chosen in 

this case in order to minimize the extra code required inside the ViaPlay app, and to avoid 

forcing the ViaPlay app to make direct contact with the module’s MySQL database. 
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5 Unimplemented modules 
Mainly due to time restrictions, only Twitter and Facebook were implemented into the actual 

plugin. The other social networking platforms that were introduced but never implemented 

deserve a brief justification as to why they were not prioritized. 

5.1 Google+ 
Google+, or Google Plus, is a strong candidate for being the first module to be added after 

Twitter and Facebook. Sharing a lot of features with both Twitter and Facebook, it would be very 

logical to include it next to them. However, in early September 2011 when this Social TV project 

was started, Google+ was an “invitation only”-service. Also, it did not provide any API for 

developers at that time, making it technically impossible to include it. Even if it had provided 

that earlier, it is fair to say that compared to the giants Twitter and Facebook, the Google+ user 

base is relatively small. On the other hand, it shows a fast and steady gain in users and so 

Google+ is likely to be added to My Social TV in the near future. 

5.2 Myspace 
Although Myspace was once the biggest social network in the world, it has declined steadily 

since 2008 when Facebook overtook it. Now being much overshadowed by other social 

networks, it would be illogical to prioritize a Myspace module above Twitter or Facebook. Also, 

similar to the way LinkedIn is niched toward professionals, Myspace is niched toward musicians, 

and thus it is harder to find a useful connection across Accedo’s app portfolio. 

5.3 LinkedIn 
Because of the fact that LinkedIn is more or less solely dedicated for professional and work-

related interactions, it would probably not play very well with TV, which is still a medium 

mainly used for leisure on a spare time basis. It would possibly become relevant in apps that deal 

with news, economy, or technology. However, considering Accedo’s current app portfolio, 

where games and Video on Demand services dominate, it is difficult to make an intuitive 

connection between the apps and a LinkedIn module. 
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6 Conclusion 
As a whole, and considering the goals of this project, the final outcome was successful. The 

plugin, in its current state, provides a very lean interface towards both the application developer, 

and the end user with the remote control. 

6.1 TV app portability 
Considering the aspect of portability between different apps, the Twitter module provides a very 

clear example. Using only one interfacing function between the app and the Twitter module, the 

application developer can offer tweets that suit the specific application context. Without too 

much effort, a two way communication with Twitter could have been created, allowing the user 

application developer to enter a keyword and then make the module display the realtime Twitter 

feed for that keyword. The Facebook module was built on closer interaction with the hosting 

app. For example, the format of the video items passed to the module is a bit ViaPlay specific, 

and would therefore not be easily ported to other VoD applications. Still, as the Facebook 

module’s data model (except the serialized video items) almost exactly reflects the Open Graph 

definition of movie items, it is by no means a giant leap to make the Facebook module compliant 

with more VoD services in Accedo’s VoD app portfolio. Nonetheless, the Facebook part of the 

project was very much focused on the new Open Graph API and the possibilities that this API 

opened up for VoD services. Therefore, a follow-up of this thesis would also be to look into 

other types of Facebook integrations that would work with other genres of TV apps. 

6.2 Modularity 
In the perspective of modularity, the project was also successful in the way that none of the 

modules were connected to each other in any way. The Twitter module is unaware of the 

existence of the Facebook module, and vice versa. Thus, each of them would work exactly the 

same if the other module was removed, and also if a third module such as Google+ was added. 

This will allow future developer to easily extend the social plugin with more social network 

modules. 
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6.3 Platform portability 
The third perspective, regarding portability between different TV platforms, was not dealt with 

much and is therefore an interesting future expansion of this plugin. Since many manufacturers 

provide completely disparate environments, the focus of the project became to make a good use 

case for one platform. Making a truly platform independent plugin would be very time 

consuming and could therefore perhaps be the target for another thesis. In the mobile world, 

many portability SDKs (jQuery Mobile, Sencha Touch, MoSync, etc.) have emerged in recent 

years. Accedo could greatly accelerate its development of apps if it had such an SDKs for TV 

app development. 

6.4 The future 
So where will Social TV be heading in the next couple of years? Whereas the remote control 

way of implementing the functionality is standard today, that will probably shift towards more 

use of companion devices (smartphones) quite soon. In a few years, one may be able to take for 

granted that the end user will possess a smartphone. Also, the same assumption may soon be 

applicable for TV, as very few of the brand new TVs sold will lack internet connectivity. When 

internet has reached both the TV of every living room and the pocket of everyone sitting in front 

of the TV, there will be a completely new relationship between the TV and the viewers. Social 

TV fits very well into this picture, as it is possible that many users may feel reluctant to display 

their social networks on the big screen, but rather manage them privately from their smartphone. 

Also, it would allow multiple people to participate simultaneously. Therefore, an expansion of 

this Social TV project would be to translate it to smartphone apps. Providing an easy-to-use way 

for users to connect their online social identity with their TV may very well be a corner stone in 

the future of TV as a whole.  
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Appendix 
 
Table 1: The fields that have to be defined for each module in order to work with the SocialTV plugin. 

 

Field Description 
name The name of the plugin as displayed in the MySocialTV header menu 
imgUrl The url to the icon displayed in the MySocialTV header menu 
basediv The HTML element that will contain all rendered elements. 

 
Table 2: The functions that have to be implemented for each module in order to work with the SocialTV 
plugin. 
Function Description 
init() Initializes all objects in the module 
render() Rendering every object defined in the init function. Essentially creates an 

HTML div element bound to each object 
activate() Activates the module (making its basediv to visible) 
deactivate() Deactivates the module (making its basediv invisible) 
keyEventFunction() The function to which events are passed when this module is active 
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